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Conditions
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Many particulate pollutants in the environment exist in non-spherical shape, but the

influences of particle shape on pollutant migration and removal in groundwater systems

are not well-understood. In this work, we simulated the three-dimensional translational

and rotational motions of rod-shaped colloids in simple flow channels characterizing

groundwater flow paths, with an aim to elucidate the underlying mechanisms for rod

retention. Through an investigation of the interplay of multiple factors (e.g., aspect

ratio, particle size/density, flow shear, channel dimension, and orientation relative to

gravity), we determined under what conditions particle shape has the most pronounced

impact on transport and retention under favorable deposition conditions (i.e., lacking

repulsive energy barriers). Our results showed that in many cases, medium sized rods of

∼0.4–2 µm in equivalent volume diameter exhibited much improved retention compared

to equal-volume spheres, since for that size range, particle rotation from shape-induced

fluid hydrodynamics and rotational diffusion were both important, which caused rods

to drift considerably across flow streamlines to intercept collector surfaces. Particle

rotation also allowed rods to travel farther downstream along flow channels for retention

compared to spheres. The differences in retention between rods and spheres were

more evident at relatively high fluid velocity, narrow flow channel, or when flow direction

aligned with gravity. Our findings demonstrated that the effect of particle shape on

pollutant transport and migration in groundwater systems was essential and provided

important guidelines in optimizing parameter designs to utilize particle shape effect for

better pollutant removal.

Keywords: particle shape, colloid transport, ellipsoid, parallel plate flow channel, particle rotation

INTRODUCTION

Ellipsoidal particles have been shown to display distinct motion from their homogeneous spherical
counterparts of equal volume in viscous fluid flows (Jeffrey, 1922; Kuzhir et al., 2011; Zhao and
Van Wachem, 2013). However, the impacts of particle shape on colloidal pollutant migration in
groundwater systems are not well-understood. In conjunction with particle shape, many other
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factors could influence particle transport and retention, such as
colloid size, colloid surface property, fluid shear, direction of flow
in relation to gravity, and the dimension, contour, and surface
properties of flow channels (Yao et al., 1971; Johnson et al., 2007,
2010; Ma et al., 2011a,b; Nelson and Ginn, 2011; Trauscht et al.,
2015; Fang et al., 2018). Understanding the influences of particle
shape along with factors mentioned above on particle transport
and deposition is important to a variety of processes, including
contaminant removal from groundwater flow (Chen et al., 2017;
Ta et al., 2018), tracking contaminant fate (Mendez et al., 2018),
design of microfluidic devices (Gervais and Jensen, 2006; Unni
and Chun, 2009; Sen Gupta, 2016), in view of the fact that the
majority of natural or engineered particles encountered in these
processes, such as clay particles, heavy metals, agglomerates,
bacteria, or polymer molecules are often non-spherical in shape
(Salerno et al., 2006; Wang and Keller, 2009; Doshi et al., 2010).

Due to the interplay of particle shape with other factors
characterizing the physico-chemical properties of particle-fluid-
channel systems, a consensus on the influences of particle
shape on transport and retention cannot be reached from
published experimental investigations (Gentile et al., 2008;
Kolhar et al., 2013; Seymour et al., 2013; Thompson et al.,
2013; Shave et al., 2019). Among these investigations, even with
simple geometric channels involving only parallel planar surfaces
(e.g., parallel plate flow chamber), experimental observations
regarding whether particle shape had enhanced or decreased
migration or retention were inconsistent (Gentile et al., 2008;
Seymour et al., 2013; Shave et al., 2019). One main reason for
the reported inconsistency may be a result of lacking systematic
investigations of all the above-mentioned influential factors
on particle transport over a wide parameter range, primarily
due to experimental cost. For example, in many cases, each
research group had their own customized experimental setup
(e.g., specific channel dimension or orientation relative to the
direction of gravity, tailored channel surface properties), which
rendered difficult to compare findings among different research
groups (Nelson and Ginn, 2005; Seymour et al., 2013; Thompson
et al., 2013). Another reason might be due to the varying
surface properties arising from the manufacturing processes
(e.g., stretching, molding, synthesizing) of non-spherical shape
particles (Caldorera-Moore et al., 2010; Seymour et al., 2013; Ma
et al., 2020).

Numerical or theoretical studies on particle shape may be
appealing because the complexities associated with the potential
variations of particle or flow channel surface properties can
be avoided. But numerical modeling has its own challenges in
accurately accounting for the particle-flow-surface interactions,
and in tracking the resultant three-dimensional translational and
rotational motions of non-spherical particles. Because of these
challenges and/or the computational intensities involved, existing
numerical investigations focused on either the influences of fluid
hydrodynamic interactions, which excluded Brownian motions
(Geng et al., 2007; Gentile et al., 2008; Caldorera-Moore et al.,
2010; Pillai et al., 2011; Ghanem et al., 2016), or the translational
and rotational diffusion dynamics of non-spherical particles,
which ignored fluid flow hydrodynamics (Mortensen et al., 2008;
Drescher et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2012; Mahnama et al., 2014).

We have established a three-dimensional transport model that
overcame these challenges and can incorporate shape-included
fluid hydrodynamics, Brownian translation and rotation, as
well as distance- and orientation-dependent particle-surface
interactions (Li and Ma, 2018, 2019). Simulations performed
in the Happel sphere-in-cell model demonstrated that particle
rotation due to non-spherical shape greatly affected colloidal
transport and retention, and that the dependency of retention on
particle shape varied greatly with parameters including particle
size, surface properties of particle and channel walls, as well as
flow velocity and channel dimension (Li and Ma, 2018, 2019).
Just like the Happel model (which had curvilinear collector
surfaces) has been widely used to represent curved channels
in granular porous media, parallel plate models can represent
straight channels in certain geological features (faults/fractures)
in groundwater flow (Moreno and Tsang, 1994; Al-Hadhrami
et al., 2003; Xizhe et al., 2019). As described above, while many
experimental studies have been performed in parallel plate flow
models to explore non-spherical colloidal transport (Bakker et al.,
2003; Zvikelsky et al., 2008; Asadishad et al., 2011; Albarran et al.,
2013; Stoll et al., 2017), a comprehensive numerical study of
the effects of particle shape on transport and deposition in such
flow geometries involving planar surfaces (e.g., parallel plate flow
channels) is still lacking.

Using the Happel model framework, we have previously
explored the influences of particle shape on colloidal transport
and retention for a wide range of particle sizes (e.g., 0.1–
10µm, spanning from nanometer to micron range), aspect
ratio (e.g., 1–6) and flow velocities (e.g., 0.1–200 m/day,
representing groundwater flow velocities typically encountered
in various aquafers) (Li and Ma, 2018). Under favorable
deposition conditions (i.e., lacking particle-collector repulsion),
simulations from the Happel model showed that medium
size range rod-shaped colloids (e.g., 0.2–2µm in diameter)
displayed considerably higher retention (about a factor of 2–10)
relative to their equal-volume spheres under relatively high flow
velocities (e.g., 5–200 m/day) (Li and Ma, 2018). However, those
simulations were conducted in the Happel model when flow
direction was aligned with gravity and under a single porosity
of 0.36, representing very narrow flow channels (∼ 65µm
in width based on the grain diameter of 390µm examined).
Whether the retention trends between rods and spheres observed
from the Happel model (with curved, narrow flow paths) can
be transferred to flow geometries involving straight channels
spanning a range of channel widths remain unknown.

For spherical particles, it is known that depending upon the
direction of flow streamlines relative to gravity, gravitational
settling could play an important role, especially for particles of
large size or high density (Yao et al., 1971; Walt et al., 1985;
Chen et al., 2010;Ma et al., 2011b; Chrysikopoulos and Syngouna,
2014). However, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, the
influences of gravity on the settling of non-spherical particles in
shear flow have not been reported. But a better understanding on
this is essential, because in most practical situations where the
colloid filtration theories were applied, including groundwater
aquifers, riverbank filtration or mineral separation systems, and
blood vessels, fluid flow rarely aligns with the direction of gravity;
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rather, the flow paths could span a wide range of angles relative
to the direction of gravity.

In this work, we will adapt our 3-D particle trajectory
model (Li and Ma, 2018, 2019), which is capable of simulating
particle orientation and position of rod-shaped particles (prolate
ellipsoids), to study the transport and retention of rods in parallel
plate flow geometry (which contains only planar surfaces). This
simple geometry can represent faults and fractures in certain
geological features in groundwater flow (Al-Hadhrami et al.,
2003; Xizhe et al., 2019;Moreno and Tsang, 1994). It also provides
easy demonstration of the orientation of moving rods relative
to the collector planes; and enables us to explore the influences
of flow channel orientation relative to the direction of gravity.
We will investigate the interplay of many influential factors (i.e.,
aspect ratio, particle size, flow shear, flow channel dimension and
orientation relative to gravity, particle density) on rod transport
and retention for a wide parameter range, with a focus on
the latter three (e.g., channel dimension, channel orientation in
relation to gravity, particle density) that have not been previously
investigated. The goal is to determine under what conditions
particle shape has the most pronounced effects on the transport
and retention of rod-shaped particles relative to their equal-
volume spheres under favorable deposition conditions (lacking
repulsive energy barriers) in various geometric models, which
will provide guidance to better understand non-spherical particle
transport in groundwater flow systems and to optimize design
parameters for water filtration processes.

SIMULATION METHODS

In this study, we developed a Lagrangian trajectory model
to simulate the three-dimensional translation and rotation of
ellipsoidal particles in representative parallel plate flow geometry
(Figure 1). A well-controlled parabolic shear fluid flow can
be established within the parallel plate channel and described
analytically (Elimelech, 1994). To track particle position, an
inertial frame (x =

[

x, y, z
]

) with its origin fixed on the
stationary planar collector surface (see Figure 1) was utilized. To
track particle orientation, the following two coordinate systems
(whose origins were both attached to the center-of-mass of the
particle) were employed: (1) one with axes parallel to three
particle principal axes (particle frame, (x =

[

x, y, z
]

); and
(2) one with axes parallel to the corresponding axes of the
inertial frame (co-moving frame, x =

[

x, y, z
]

). The angles
between the corresponding axes of the particle frame and
the co-moving frame define three Euler angles (ϕ, θ, and ψ)
(Figure 1) and describe the orientation of the ellipsoidal particle
during transport.

For a rigid particle moving in viscous shear flow, its
translational and rotational displacements during a short time
step can each be obtained by adding the contributions from its
deterministic motion and random motion as follows:

1x = udet1t+δx, (1)

1� = ωdet1t + δ�, (2)

where 1t is the time step; 1x and 1� are the translational
and rotational displacement vectors, respectively; δx and δ� are
the respective displacements due to Brownian translation and
rotation. The deterministic linear and angular velocity vectors
(udet, ωdet) can be obtained following the equations of motion:

m
dudet

dt
=

∑

F, (3)

d(I·ωdet)

dt
=

∑

T, (4)

where m is the mass of the particle, I is the moment of inertia of
the particle; and

∑

F and
∑

T represent the deterministic forces
and torques acting on the particle, respectively. The deterministic
forces considered in this work included virtual mass force,
gravity, hydrodynamic fluid drag, shear lift, colloidal forces
(e.g., van der Waals, electrostatic) and non-colloidal (steric)
forces. The deterministic torques acting on the particle were
derived from the forces that did not pass through the particle
center of mass, e.g., colloidal forces and hydrodynamic fluid
drag (Li and Ma, 2018). For an ellipsoid particle, the random
displacements due to Brownian translation and rotation were
modeled as stochastic processes for each degree of freedom
(i.e., three translational and three rotational) using Einstein’s
equations in the particle frame (Perrin, 1934). The values for time
step (1t) were chosen to be greater than particle momentum
relaxation time (see Table 1), so that Brownian motions can
be described as random Markovian process; but at the same
time, 1t must be sufficiently small so that the deterministic
forces and torques during1t could be assumed constant. Solving
Equations (3) and (1) in the inertial frame yields the translational
displacements of the particle (Li and Ma, 2018). Likewise,
solving Equations (4) and (2) in the particle frame provides the
rotational displacements of the particle, which we will describe
briefly how to implement these equations in our model for
ellipsoidal particles.

Specifically, for an ellipsoid moving in shear flow, Equation 4
can be decomposed as follows to obtain particle angular velocities
in the particle frame (Zhang et al., 2001, 2007; Li and Ma, 2018):

Ix
dωx

dt
− ωyωz

(

Iy − Iz
)

= Th
x + Tcoll

x ,

Iy
dωy

dt
− ωzωx (Iz − Ix) = Th

y + Tcoll
y , (5)

Iz
dωz

dt
− ωxωy

(

Ix − Iy
)

= Th
z + Tcoll

z ,

where the components of the moment of inertia are (defining z-

axis as the major axis): Ix = Iy =
(β2

+1)a2

5 m, Iz =
2a2

5 m, a is
the ellipsoid semi-minor axis, β is ellipsoid aspect ratio (equal to
major axis divided by minor axis); Th

x ,T
h
y , T

h
z and T

coll
x ,Tcoll

y , Tcoll
z

are the components of torques due to hydrodynamic fluid drag
and colloidal forces in the particle frame, respectively.

Once the angular velocity vector of an ellipsoid was obtained
from Equation (5), the time evolution of particle orientation in
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FIGURE 1 | Representation of parallel plate simulation geometry including Euler angles and coordinate systems: inertial frame [x, y, z] with origin O on the bottom

plate, particle frame [x, y,z] and co-moving frame
[

x, y, z
]

with origin P at the particle center. Fluid flow direction was along positive x. The insert showed the

parabolic flow inside the channel.

TABLE 1 | Parameters used in lagrangian trajectory simulation.

Parameter Value

Chamber dimension I, L*H*W 2 mm *2 mm *1 mm

Chamber dimension II, L*H*W 2 mm *0.5 mm *1 mm

Chamber dimension III, L*H*W 1 mm *0.1 mm *1 mm

Pore water velocity, v 5 and 200 m/day

Polystyrene particle density 1,055 kg/m3

Silica particle density 2,000 kg/m3

Iron particle density 4,000 kg/m3

Fluid density, ρf 998 kg/m3

Dynamic fluid viscosity, µ 9.98× 10−4 kg ·m/s

Hamaker constant, AH 3.84× 10−21 J

Ionic strength, IS 1 mM

Colloid zeta potential, ξpo 20 mV

Collector zeta potential, ξc −53.5 mV

Absolute temperature, T 298.2 K

Time step, 1t 1–100 MRT

Aspect ratio, β 1 and 6

terms of quaternions (Euler parameters) can be computed as
follows (Hughes, 1986):









dq0/dt
dq1/dt
dq2/dt
dq3/dt









=
1

2









−q1ωx − q2ωy − q3ωz

q0ωx − q3ωy + q2ωz

q3ωx + q0ωy − q1ωz

−q2ωx + q1ωy + q0ωz









. (6)

where ωx, ωy, and ωz were the components of particle angular
velocity vector in the particle frame, q0, q1, q2, and q3 are
the four Euler parameters. Euler parameters are interchangeable
with Euler angles (Goldstein, 1980), but Euler parameters were

frequently employed in the computational code, since the use of
Euler angles are computationally expensive and would involve
numerous trigonometric calculations and singularity problem (Li
and Ma, 2018).

Detailed descriptions on how to solve the equations of
motion, account for all the forces and torques, and incorporate
Brownian translation and rotation can be found in our previous
work (Li and Ma, 2018). The simple geometric feature in
parallel plate channels greatly simplified some computational
complexities involved, including computing particle-collector
separation distance, or distance- and orientation-dependent
colloidal interactions. A brief description of the computational
algorithm was provided in the Supplementary Material along
with other simulation details. Supplementary Table 1 provided
information on the sizes/dimensions of rod-shaped particles and
their equal-volume spheres simulated in this study. Throughout
this work, unless specified otherwise, the sizes for rods referred to
the diameters calculated based on their equal-volume spheres.

Parallel plate flow geometries with three different channel
heights (spanning a range of 100 µm−2mm) were simulated
in this work to represent fracture aperture sizes encountered
in groundwater systems (Table 1). The narrowest channel of
100µm was comparable to the channel size previously explored
in the Happel model (e.g., 65µm) (Li and Ma, 2018). Our earlier
work showed that for narrow channels, the impact of particle
shape on retention was the most pronounced for rod particles
from 0.2 to 2µm with higher aspect ratio under relatively high
velocity (Li and Ma, 2018). Hence, in this study we selected
particle sizes from 0.2 to 6.6µm, which bracketed the above-
mentioned size range exhibiting evident effect of particle shape,
to contrast retention behaviors between rods (with a higher
aspect ratio of 6) and spheres of equal volume (aspect ratio
of 1) under two representative velocities of 5 and 200 m/day
(representing groundwater flow velocities typically encountered
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FIGURE 2 | Simulated particle trajectories for both 1µm spheres and their

equivalent volume rod particles of aspect ratio 6 from parallel plate geometry

Dimension I, under pore water velocity 5 m/day, with all external forces and

Brownian motions ignored except for (C), in which all mechanisms were

included. (A) Euler angle θ vs. distance for sphere and rod. (B) Particle center

position in z-direction vs. distance for a single representative sphere and rod.

(C) Particle center position in z-direction vs. distance for a single representative

sphere and rod under normal simulation conditions (all mechanisms included).

in aquafers). To investigate the influences of gravitational settling
on non-spherical particle retention, two methods were used: (i)
varying the orientation of parallel plate flow channels relative to
the direction of gravity for particles of same density; (ii) varying
particle density (e.g., 1.055, 2.0, and 4.0 g/cm3 representing
polystyrene, silica and iron, respectively) for the same channel
dimension and orientation. Other simulation parameters were
provided in Table 1.

RESULTS WITH DISCUSSION

Influences of Particle Shape on
Translational and Rotational Trajectories
Without diffusion or any external forces, a free rigid ellipsoidal
particle would rotate indefinitely in a shear flow field, as predicted

by Jeffrey (1922). Exemplary rotational trajectories for a sphere
and a rod were provided in Figure 2, where Euler angle θ

was the angle between the major axis of a rod particle and
the direction perpendicular to the collector surface (Figure 1).
Compared to the uniform rotation of a sphere, a rod particle
rotated faster when its major axis was perpendicular to fluid
flow (θ close to 0 or π), and slower when aligned with fluid
flow (θ close to π/2) (Figure 2A), the well-known tumbling
motion predicted by Jeffrey (1922). In addition, an inertial prolate
ellipsoid particle oscillated periodically along the direction of
the velocity gradient while rotating (Figure 2B). The speed of
rotation and the magnitude of oscillation varied greatly with
shear rate, particle aspect ratio, initial orientation, particle size,
and distance to the collector surface (Li and Ma, 2018). The
presence of external forces (e.g., gravity or colloidal interactions)
would pull a rotating and oscillating rod toward the direction
of such forces (Li and Ma, 2018). Diffusion (especially rotational
diffusion) could perturb or completely alter both the translational
and rotational trajectories of ellipsoids, depending upon the
relative influences of fluid shear and rotational diffusion (Li and
Ma, 2018).

As illustrated in Figure 2, compared to a homogeneous
sphere, the non-spherical shape of an anisotropic particle affected
greatly both its translation and rotation, which subsequently
influence its transport and retention. The effect of particle
shape on retention is often coupled with many other factors,
such as flow hydrodynamics (Geng et al., 2007; Gentile et al.,
2008), particle-collector interactions (Ghanem et al., 2016), and
diffusion (Pillai et al., 2011; Li and Ma, 2018). In this study, we
will consider only favorable conditions for attachment, where
strong attractions exist when a particle approaches the collector
surface such that retention will be rate-limited by particle
transport process. Below, we will present simulation results
from a parallel plate flow chamber demonstrating the coupled
influences of particle shape with factors including shear flow
velocity, flow channel dimension, orientation of flow channel
relative to gravity, particle size and density on rod transport
and attachment.

Influences of Flow Velocity on Particle
Retention
Retention of colloids in model geometries is characterized by
so-called collector efficiency, which represents the portion of
particles retained in the model systems out of the total injected
particles. Figure 3 showed the simulated collector efficiencies (η)
for polystyrene rods and spheres of size 0.2–6.6µm under pore
water velocity of 5 and 200 m/day in Dimension I. Flow channel
Dimension I had a length of 2mm, width 1mm, and height
2mm, all of which were much greater than the particle sizes
examined. Flow direction inside the channel was perpendicular
to the direction of gravity. Spherical particles (aspect ratio of
1) basically followed a V-shaped retention trend vs. particle
size for both fluid velocities, with a local minimum around
particle size of 1 µm in diameter. This is in qualitative agreement
with colloidal filtration theory predictions, despite the fact that
those theories were formulated from idealized granular porous
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FIGURE 3 | Simulated collector efficiencies (η) and the ratios of particles attached on the bottom plate to the total attachment (ηbot/η) as a function of particle size for

polystyrene spheres (blue circles) and rods (dark red diamonds) from parallel plate model of Dimension I under favorable conditions at pore water velocity of 5 m/day

(A,C) and 200 m/day (B,D). The green dotted line illustrated where attachment on the top plate equaled to that on the bottom plate (i.e., ηbot/η = 0.5). Flow direction

was perpendicular to the direction of gravity. The statistical error was about 5–10%. Other simulation conditions were given in Table 1.

media representations such as Happel sphere-in-cell model, or
hemispheres-in-cell model (Rajagopalan and Tien, 1976; Ma
et al., 2009; Ma and Johnson, 2010; Nelson and Ginn, 2011; Fang
et al., 2018). Also, from colloidal filtration theories, retention
of small size spheres (e.g., < 1 µm in diameter) were mostly
due to Brownian motions (specifically, Brownian translation
only, since Brownian rotation is irrelevant for homogeneous
spheres), whereas retention of large size spheres (e.g., > 1 µm
in diameter) were due to gravitational settling effect. Retention
of spheres decreased when velocity was increased from 5 to 200
m/day (Figure 3A vs. Figure 3B), as expected from filtration
theories (Yao et al., 1971; Rajagopalan and Tien, 1976; Ma et al.,
2009; Ma and Johnson, 2010; Nelson and Ginn, 2011; Fang
et al., 2018). As shown in Figure 2C, spherical colloids tend
to follow flow streamlines, higher fluid velocity caused spheres
to be transported downstream faster by convection, which led to
decreased retention out of the fixed number of injected spheres
compared to lower velocity.

For rod-shaped particles, at 5 m/day flow velocity, their
retention trend and magnitude were similar as those of spheres
(Figure 3A); however, when velocity was increased to 200 m/day,
their retention behavior was very different from that of spheres
(Figure 3B). Instead of having a local retentionminimum around
1 µm in equivalent diameter as spheres, rod particles exhibited
a local retention maximum around this size. The retention
of rods for ∼ 400 nm to 2µm size range was approximately
a factor of 2–10 higher than that of spheres. Rods rotate in
response to Brownian rotations, as well as shape-induced fluid
hydrodynamics (e.g., tumbling motions), with rotation speed
increasing as shear rate (or velocity) increases (Jeffrey, 1922;
Perrin, 1934). Generally, Brownian rotations were significant for

small size rods (e.g., < 1µm), whereas rotation due to fluid
hydrodynamics were dominant for large size rods (e.g., > 1µm).
At 200 m/day velocity, rotation of rods around 400 nm to 2µm
size range due to fluid hydrodynamics and Brownian rotation
became similarly important, the coupled influences of both
caused rod particles within this size range to drift considerably
across streamlines to intercept collector surfaces for greater
attachment (e.g., see Figure 2C) (Li and Ma, 2018).

Simulations shown in Figure 3 were run in a parallel plate
flow chamber where flow was directed perpendicular to gravity.
Under this condition, gravity pulled both spheres and rods
downward without altering their respective rotation/oscillation
patterns, so that particles would attach more onto the bottom
plate of flow channel. Figures 3C,D showed the portion of
attachment onto the bottom plate out of the overall attachment
for simulations corresponding to Figures 3A,B, respectively.
As expected, gravitational settling was more evident for larger
size spheres or rods (e.g., > 1µm in diameter) at both 5
and 200 m/day but had relatively less influence at higher
velocity (Figure 3C vs. Figure 3D). Also, from Figures 3C,D, the
effect of gravitational settling on rod-shaped particles appeared
weaker than that of spheres, which we will discuss more in the
next section.

Influences of Flow Channel Dimension on
Particle Retention
From our previous simulations within the Happel sphere-in-
cell model, rods exhibited distinct retention behavior relative
to spheres even under pore water velocity of 5 m/day (similar
to Figure 3B at 200 m/day, where a local retention maximum
was observed for rods around equivalent volume size 1µm) (Li
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and Ma, 2018), but we did not see that distinction in parallel
plate geometry at the same velocity (Figure 3A). One major
difference in these geometrical models was the flow channel
height, which was much narrower in the Happel model (e.g., <
100µm). Therefore, we have reduced the parallel plate geometry
size from 2mm by 2mm by 1mm (Dimension I) to two narrower
geometries: 2mm by 0.5mm by 1mm (Dimension II) and 1mm
by 0.1mm by 1mm (Dimension III), where the smallest channel
dimension was only about 5 times of the largest particle size
simulated. The simulated collector efficiencies for a range of
particle sizes (200 nm-6.6 µm in diameter) for rods (aspect ratio
6) and spheres within the parallel plate geometry of Dimension
II and Dimension III at pore water velocity of 5 and 200 m/day
were plotted in Figures 4A–F, respectively. For both spheres
and rods, retention was in general greater in narrower channels
(Figure 3A vs. Figures 4A,E, 3B vs. Figures 4B,F). Moreover,
the distinct retention between rods and spheres as demonstrated
in the Happel model at 5 m/day was now evident in the
parallel plate geometry with narrower flow channels (Dimensions
II-III) (Figures 4A,E) at the same velocity, which indicated
the importance of flow channel size on colloid transport and
retention, especially for non-spherical particles. Also, one can
see that within the narrow channels (Dimensions II-III), the
local maximum retention for rods shifted to smaller particle size
as velocity was increased from 5 to 200 m/day (Figure 4A vs.
Figure 4B and Figure 4E vs. Figure 4F), reflecting the enhanced
drifting phenomenon induced by flow hydrodynamics at higher
fluid velocity for rod-shaped colloids as discussed above. Further,
for a given velocity, the local maximum retention for rod-shaped
colloids also shifted to smaller colloid sizes with decreasing
channel height (Figures 3, 4, excepting Figure 3A).

Parallel plate flow channel in Dimension III (100µm in
height) was almost as narrow as that in the Happel model
(∼ 65µm) from our earlier work (Li and Ma, 2018), which
allowed us to compare retention results from both geometries
under the same pore water velocities. At lower velocity 5 m/day,
retention trends from the parallel plates (Figure 4E) agreed
qualitatively well with those from the Happel model (Figure 3 in
Li and Ma, 2018) for both rods (aspect ratio 6) and spheres, in
terms of local retention minimum around 2µm for spheres, local
retention maximum around 1µm for rods, particle size range
with the most pronounced retention differences between rods
and spheres (∼ 400 nm to 2µm). But retention magnitudes in
parallel plate geometry were much higher (about a factor of 5)
than those in Happel model for both rods (aspect ratio 6) and
spheres. The differences in retention magnitude between these
two geometries could result from many factors associated with
geometry differences, including fluid field distribution pattern,
collector size, flow channel contour and dimension, particle
injection plane, as well as flow channel orientation in relation to
gravity. At higher velocity 200 m/day, similar retention behaviors
were observed from both geometric models for rods (aspect ratio
6) and spheres (Figure 4F in this work vs. Figure 4C in Li and
Ma, 2018) as those at 5 m/day, except for larger particle sizes >

2µm, probably because in parallel plate geometry, flow direction
was perpendicular to gravity, whereas in Happel model, flow
direction was along with gravity. The observation that for narrow

channels of similar width, retention in the parallel plate channel
was ∼5 times greater than that in the Happel model at both
velocities may suggest that delivery of colloids to collectors for
retention was more effective in straight channels than the curved
ones formed by granular porous media (further investigation is
needed along this line, but it is out of scope of this study).

Under favorable conditions, retention of colloids is governed
by the transport process to the collector surfaces, close
to which strong colloid-collector attractions can quickly
immobilize nearby traveling particles. As shown in Figure 2,
the non-spherical shape of particles alters their translation
and rotational trajectories, causing rods to drift considerably
across flow streamlines for greater probability of intercepting
the collector surfaces. Nevertheless, the drift distances induced
by particle shape were generally about tens of microns (e.g.,
see Figure 2C). In Supplementary Figure 1 in the Supporting
Information, we plotted the limiting trajectory distances from
the planar collectors (beyond which injected particles were not
going to attach) for rods and spheres vs. particle diameter
for simulations from the three different geometries (e.g.,
Figures 3A,B, 4A,B,E,F). One can see that the limiting trajectory
distances correlated with overall retention trends remarkably
well (comparing Supplementary Figure 1 with Figures 3A,B,
4A,B,E,F) for rods and spheres in all three channel dimensions,
indicative of the significance of initial particle injection location
on retention. Particles injected within the limiting trajectory
distances (generally within a few hundreds of microns from
the channel walls) had greater probability to be delivered
near the collector walls for attachment. The differences in
the limiting trajectory distances between rods and spheres
within 400 nm to 2µm size range demonstrated again that the
non-spherical particle shape could alter particle trajectory for
enhanced retention.

At a given velocity, the limiting trajectory distances
obtained from Dimension I (2mm by 2mm by 1mm) and
Dimension II (2mm by 0.5mm by 1mm) were very similar
for both rods and spheres (Supplementary Figure 1A vs.
Supplementary Figures 1B,C vs. Supplementary Figure 1D),
indicating that the limiting trajectory distances were not
significantly affected by channel height. But the limiting
trajectory distances from Dimension III (1mm by 0.1mm by
1mm) were about 2–5 factors less than those from Dimensions
I and II at the same velocity for both rods and spheres
(Supplementary Figure 1). This could be primarily due to
the shorter channel length of Dimension III, which was only
half of that in Dimensions I and II. Since the three channel
sizes explored in the current study were sufficiently wide
with respect to all particle sizes examined, the relatively small
differences in limiting trajectory distances indicated that all the
transport and retention mechanisms operating in the wider
channel (Dimension I) were also operating in the narrower
channel (Dimensions II and III). To serve as a crude estimate of
retention, one could use the area bounded within the limiting
trajectory distances divided by the total cross area of injection
plane (assuming uniform initial particle concentration as in our
simulations) (see Supplementary Figure 2). Indeed, retention
estimated from Supplementary Figure 2 matched remarkably
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FIGURE 4 | Simulated collector efficiencies (A,B,E,F) and the ratios of particles attached on the bottom plate to the total attachment (C,D,G,H) as a function of

particle size for polystyrene spheres (blue circles) and rods (dark red diamonds) from parallel plate model of Dimension II (A–D) and Dimension III (E–H), under pore

water velocity of 5 m/day (A,C,E,G) and 200 m/day (B,D,F,H). The green dotted line illustrated where attachment on the top plate equaled to that on the bottom plate

(i.e., ηbot/η = 0.5). Flow direction was perpendicular to the direction of gravity. The statistical error was about 5–10%. Other simulation conditions were given in

Table 1.

well with the simulated collector efficiencies in Figures 3, 4.
Channel Dimension III produced smaller limiting trajectory
distances, but greater retention compared to channel Dimensions
I and II, which primarily resulted from normalizing with respect
to a smaller injection plane. In other words, in viscous shear
flows, regardless of channel width, only those colloids that
were initially injected close to the collector surfaces were likely
to be delivered to the surfaces for attachment. The portion
of total injected colloid population that could potentially hit
the bounding walls was larger in narrow channels relative to
wide ones. This also explains that the effect of particle shape
on retention was more evident in narrower channels (e.g.,
Figures 4A,B vs. Figure 3), especially at relatively low fluid
velocity (e.g., 5 m/day).

Influences of Flow Channel Orientation
Relative to Gravity on Particle Retention
Simulation results shown in Figures 3, 4 were performed with
the flow direction inside the parallel plate channels being
perpendicular to gravity. Due to gravitational settling, more
attachment was observed onto the bottom plate compared
with the top one for larger size colloids (e.g., > 1µm), as
shown in Figures 3C,D, 4C,D,G,H) at both flow velocities.
The effect of gravitational settling on retention became less
important with increasing fluid velocity, which was true for
both spheres and rods (Figure 3C vs. Figure 3D, Figure 4C vs.
Figures 4D,G,H). This is expected because it is known that an
object (regardless of shape) moving at higher velocity could
better resist the gravitational pull if the velocity direction does
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not align with gravity. For both velocities, rods were observed
to have less retention onto the bottom plate than spheres for
certain sizes (e.g., 1–2µm at 5 m/day, Figures 3C, 4C,E; 2–
6.6µm at 200 m/day, Figures 4D,H), which can be explained by
the drifting phenomena of rods due to the combined influences
of shape-induced fluid hydrodynamics and rotational diffusion
as demonstrated in Figure 2C. Furthermore, the influence of
gravitational settling seemed the least significant in the narrowest
parallel plate channel at high velocity (see Figure 4H).

We then oriented the parallel plate channel (Dimension I)
so that flow direction aligned with the direction of gravity and
plotted simulated results in Figure 5 (other conditions were the
same as those in Figure 3). Comparing Figure 5 with Figure 3,
one can observe two big differences. First, since gravity was
parallel to flow direction and also parallel to channel walls, it
no longer caused colloids to drift across flow streamlines, so that
retention of large size spheres decreased with increasing particle
size at both 5 and 200 m/day (see Figures 5A,B). Second, the
effect of particle shape on retention was more evident even at low
velocity of 5 m/day for wider channels as in Dimension I; namely,
retention of rods exhibited a local maximum around 2µm in
diameter (see Figure 5A vs. Figure 3A); and was greater than that
of spheres for a wide size range (e.g., 1–6.6µm). In addition, since
flow aligned with the direction of gravity, the attachment of rods
and spheres at both channel plates was similar (data not shown)
for all particle sizes, as expected.

Influences of Particle Density on Retention
Figure 6 plotted the simulated collector efficiencies of spherical
and rod-shaped particles of varied densities (e.g., 1.055, 2.0, and
4.0 g/cm3 representing polystyrene, silica and iron, respectively)
and sizes (400 nm-6.6 µm) from parallel plate geometry at
velocity of 5 and 200 m/day. These simulations were run in
Dimension I, where the flow direction inside the chamber was
perpendicular to that of gravity. One can see that retention
increased with increasing density for both spheres and rods and
for both velocities (Figures 6A,B). At low velocity (e.g., 5 m/day),
the impact of shape on retention was insignificant (Figure 6A);
but heavier particles (e.g., silica, iron) predominantly deposited
onto the bottom plate of flow chamber starting from sub-micron
size range for both spheres and rods due to gravitational pull
(Figure 6C). In fact, silica and iron particles over 1µm almost
all deposited to the bottom plate at 5 m/day (Figure 6C). At
high velocity (e.g., 200 m/day), rod-shaped particles exhibited
greater retention than spheres for medium particle sizes (e.g.,
∼ 400 nm−2µm) for polystyrene, silica and iron particles
(Figure 6B), due to drifting across flow streamlines from shape-
induced rotation as described above. Again, for this size range
particles, Figure 6 showed that rod-shaped colloids could travel
farther downstream for retention at high velocity, despite the
influence of gravitational pull, even for higher density particles
such as silica or iron (see 1µm size in Figure 6D).

Orientation and Distribution of Attached
Particles
As illustrated in Figure 2A, both spheres and rod-shaped
particles rotate in response to hydrodynamic fluid shear. Under

favorable conditions, homogeneous spheres exhibited a nearly
normal orientation distribution in terms of Euler angle θ as
shown in Figure 7A, where the least retention around θ ≈ 0 or
π was observed. Homogeneous rod particles also showed a wide
range of attachment orientation, but the majority of the attached
rods displayed an end-on orientation with one end tethered
to the collector surface (Li and Ma, 2018) (Figure 7B), which
also has been experimentally observed from other researchers
(Constantino et al., 2016; Shave et al., 2019).

Under favorable conditions, colloid filtration theories
predicted a log-linear retention profile (or exponential decay)
with respect to transport distance (Tufenkji and Elimelech,
2004, 2005; Bouzarth and Minion, 2011). This was observed
from our simulated attachment results in parallel plate chamber
for spherical particles at both velocities (see Figures 8A,C).
However, that was not the case for rod-shaped particles when
the impact of particle shape on transport and retention was
significant (Figures 8B,D). Because of their distinct rotational
trajectories as demonstrated in Figure 2, rods could drift across
flow streamlines for greater retention (especially for colloid size
within ∼ 400 nm ∼ 2 µm at high velocities, see Figures 3B,
4A,B,E,F, 5A,B). Also due to this drifting phenomenon,
rods could travel farther downstream for retention compared
to their equal-volume spheres (Figures 8B,D). Hence, in
order to effectively access the influences of particle shape on
transport and retention, one should evaluate the attachment
results over the entire collector surfaces, rather than randomly
selected observation locations, which was especially crucial for
experimental confirmation of shape effect (Shave et al., 2019).

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this work, using a simple geometrical model (i.e., parallel
plate flow chamber) where fluid flow pattern can be easily
maintained as laminar flow, we systematically investigated the
rotation and retention dynamics of rod-shaped colloids under
the coupled influences of many factors including particle size
and density, aspect ratio, fluid velocity, flow direction relative to
gravity, channel dimension, and size. This study extended our
investigation on non-spherical colloid transport and retention
relative to our previous work in the Happel sphere-in-cell model
(Li and Ma, 2018) in two main aspects. First, current work
examined the factors that have not been previously studied,
including flow channel dimension, flow orientation in relation
to gravity, and particle density. Second, while the Happel
geometry represents an idealized granular porous medium
model, parallel plate channel represents another important
feature in groundwater systems, namely, fracture aperture, or
conduit. In this study, we have demonstrated that simulations
in the parallel plate flow channels could qualitatively capture the
retention trends for both rods and spheres for a wide particle
size range under the same pore water velocity when the channel
widths from both models were similar.

Our findings demonstrated that in many cases, particle
shape had the most pronounced impact on rod-shaped colloids
transport and retention for medium sized particles (equivalent
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FIGURE 5 | Simulated collector efficiencies as a function of particle size for polystyrene spheres (blue circles) and rods (dark red diamonds) from parallel plate model

of Dimension I, under pore water velocity of 5 (A) and 200 m/day (B). Flow direction was aligned to the direction of gravity. The statistical error was about 5–10%.

Other simulation conditions were given in Table 1.

FIGURE 6 | Simulated collector efficiencies (A,B) and the ratios of particles attached on the bottom plate to the total attachment (C,D) as a function of particle size for

different particles: polystyrene spheres (open red circles), polystyrene rods (closed red circles), silica spheres (open blue diamonds), silica rods (closed blue diamonds),

iron spheres (open green squares) and iron rods (closed green squares). The green dotted line illustrated where attachment on top plate equaled to that on bottom

plate (i.e., ηbot/η = 0.5). Simulations were from parallel plate model of Dimension I, under pore water velocity of 5 (A,C) and 200 m/day (B,D) with flow perpendicular

to gravity direction. The statistical error was about 5–10%. Other simulation conditions were identical as those for Figure 3.

FIGURE 7 | Simulated attachment orientations in terms of Euler angle θ for polystyrene spheres (A) and rods (B) (1µm in equivalent volume diameter) in parallel plate

geometry under pore water velocity of 5 m/day with flow direction perpendicular to gravity. Other simulation conditions were identical as those for Figure 3.
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FIGURE 8 | Simulated attachment distribution for polystyrene spheres and rods (1µm in equivalent volume diameter) in parallel plate geometry (Dimension II with

length increased to 2mm) under pore water velocity of 5 m/day with flow direction perpendicular to gravity. Other simulation conditions were identical as those for

Figure 3. The inserts in panels (A) and (C) illustrated the log-linear retention profile for spheres. The total numbers of particles injected into the systems were 27,000

for (A), and 12,000 for (B–D), respectively.

volume size ∼ 400 nm to 2µm), because for this size range
particles, the interplay of shape-induced fluid hydrodynamics
and rotational diffusion caused rods to drift considerably across
flow streamlines to intercept collector surfaces. Non-spherical
particle shape also enabled rods to travel farther downstream
along flow channel for retention relative to equal-volume spheres.
In general, the impact of shape on colloidal transport and
retention was more evident under relatively high fluid velocity,
narrow flow channel, or when the flow direction was aligned with
gravity. Therefore, it is crucial to take particle shape into account
to fully understand colloid transport and migration behaviors for
various environmental processes, because the majority of natural
or engineered particles are non-spherical in shape. Moreover,
our study has important implications on how to better utilize
the impact of particle shape on retention for many practical
applications, such as particle separation, water filtration and soil
remediation. Our next step will be to investigate the impact of
other non-spherical shapes (e.g., discoid, cylinder) on colloidal
transport and retention in groundwater systems.
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